MAKE WAY

for the play-by-play

Hussey’s Video Platform
sets the stage for success.
Picture this: a modular platform that safely
extends the use of your gym bleachers.
Perfect for videotaping, photography, radio
broadcasting or team
talent scouting, the
Hussey Video Platform
creates a workable
space for covering
all the action. Or, the
platform can become
exclusive box seating
for visiting VIPs.
In each case, you gain
a stable, secure area with a great view of
the court. And the optional rail sleeves can

n

or fully portable models.

be customized to promote school spirit or
generate revenue.

Platforms are available in semi-permanent (wall-mounted) 		

n

With the semi-permanent model, bleachers remain fully 		

Adding flexibility and value to your

functional with the platform in place, opening and closing 		

gymnasium has never been easier or more

completely.

cost-effective. Installation is quick and the
platform works safely with any telescopic
bleacher, new or old.

n

Platforms are modular and expandable to fit different 		
applications and meet changing needs over time.

Solid, durable and affordable, the Hussey Video Platform is
backed by Hussey’s 5-year warranty -- the best in the business.
Call now for more information: 1-800-353-3308.

www.husseyseating.com

The HUSSEY Video Platform is picture-perfect
for maximizing your seating investment.
Video platforms are
available in semipermanent (wallmounted) or fully
portable models.

The semi-permanent

Optional rail sleeves can be customized to promote school

model leaves the

spirit or generate revenue.

bleachers fully functional
with the platform in
place, opening and
closing completely.

The portable model can
be easily disassembled
and removed to operate
your bleacher.
Set-up and break down
of the portable model is
quick and easy

Hussey’s Video Platform creates a workable space for
covering all the action. It’s perfect for videotaping,
photography, radio broadcasting or team talent scouting.
Since it delivers the best view of the action, it can even
become exclusive box seating for visiting VIPs.

Transport and storage of your portable model is made
easy with our affordable transport dolly accessory.

www.husseyseating.com
Tel: 1-800-353-3308

